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of users and 
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Platform-independent administration of smartcards,  
virtual smartcards, USB tokens and mobile authentication  

for all systems. applications and services



Net iD Portal
Net iD Portal is the new generation web portal for fully governed life cycle management of digital iden-
tities. The portal handles everything you need to introduce strong authentication (Multifactor Authenti-
cation – MFA) in your organisation: smartcards, virtual smartcards, YubiKey, mobile apps and different 
function certificates such as web server certificates.

BENEFITS OF NET iD PORTAL
• Complete life cycle management of smartcards, certificates and users via a web portal

• Interface for administrators, operators and users

• Self-service for certificate users

• Activation, unlocking, renewal and blocking of certificates

• Adaptable dissemination flow using XML configuration

• API for integration with third-party systems

• Expanded tracking and logging function

• Simple and straightforward user interface

How it works
Net iD Portal links together the organisation’s underlying infrastructure: certificate service, catalogue service 
and database of certificates issued in a web-based, platform-independent interface. On the basis of a central 
person entry, Net iD Portal is able to process and maintain an overview of the all employee’s digital identities. 
Smartcard, YubiKey, file-based certificate, certificate allocated to the Net iD Access app and machine certifi-
cates of various types.

You can integrate the standard version yourself, or order a bespoke solution for your organisation. We carry 
out the work in the form of a project involving one of our integration partners – normally the system partner 
you already use for your IT operation.

Signing a support agreement ensures access to professional support that covers all the Net iD products you 
use.

Product specification
In its standard version, Net iD Portal can provide many organisations with a complete solution for the admi-
nistration of certificates for smartcards, smartphones, YubiKey and different function certificates such as web 
server certificates.

For users
• Activation of own cards and allocation of user 

certificates

• Replacement of security codes for cards

• Unlocking security codes for cards

• Use of temporary authorisation to administrate 
colleagues’ cards

• Activation and issuing of mobile certificate for 
Net iD Access

For operators
• Issuing, blocking and renewal of certificates for 

various carriers – smartcards, YubiKey, smartp-
hones, function certificates.

• Standard version or company-specific workflows

• Administration and overview through log function 
and reports

• Remote unlocking of users’ cards thorough chal-
lenge-response

• Regeneration of users’ cards

For administrators
• Configuration of Net iD Portal

• Processing of certificate templates

• Processing of policy for security codes (PIN)

• Processing of administrator groups

• Uploading lists from card suppliers containing 
information about cards supplied

• Interface for audit logs and reports concerning, 
for example, card users, operators, smartcards 
and certificates allocated/blocked

• Appreciable flexibility to manage and restrict au-
thorisations for operators. Opportunity to delega-
te temporary authorisation to stand-in operators 
according to a schedule.

General
• Support for smartcards and card profiles from 

the most common card suppliers

• Encryption of sensitive information in the 
application database

•  Logging of all incidents that result in changes

•  Built-in intelligence that senses which work 
assignment an operator wishes to perform

 

Adaptations
• Adaptation of graphic profile – logo, background, 

text, etc.

• XML-configuration – add or remove functions 
you do not want to be available to users

• Integration with third-party systems – integration 
with Net iD Portal API For example, automate 
creation of user profiles and authorisation sets, 
programmatically via Microsoft Identity Manager

• Language adaptation – available as standard 
in English, Norwegian and Swedish, but can be 
translated to other languages if required.
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Want to find out more? 
For more detailed information or to order an evaluation licence, email us at SecMaker at  

info@secmaker.com or call us on +46 8-601 23 00. You can also visit our YouTube channel to watch videos 
about our Net iD products.

One card for everything
Just as important as improving information security with strong two-factor authentication (Multifactor Authenti-
cation) is the capacity to coordinate the processing of cards with other types of functionality. For example, there 
are many benefits to combining electronic entry and ID cards with secure login in one and the same card. In 
particular, it improves security because the card becomes extremely valuable to the user, reducing the risk of 
him/her forgetting to remove it from the computer card reader. Adding follow-me print functionality to the card 
increases security and flexibility with regard to printing on shared printers. In addition, the solution saves costs 
through having to issue fewer cards, and by ensuring more efficient processing of the cards.

SMOOTH INTRODUCTION OF THE MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
SecMaker has long and broad experience in helping large organisations introduce security pro-
cedures based on smartcards and Multifactor Authentication (MFA). We are skilled at composing 
holistic solutions for:

• How to use the same card for logging in and entering buildings – and even as a physical 
ID card

• How to apply a carefully considered policy regarding cards and security

• How to add in new services subsequently – we cover all needs for secure login, including 
those based on smartphones and YubiKey

• How to establish a carefully considered administration and allocation process

• How to introduce effective support routines and reduce support-intensive factors

• Adapting smartcards to match the organisation’s graphic identity

• And much more besides

SecMaker –  
With the power to make a difference

Identity theft and internet fraud are developing faster than any other form of crime. Companies in particular 
are increasingly being subjected to virus attacks, data breaches, ID theft, stolen passwords and ransomwa-
re. In many cases, the consequences on the business can be catastrophic, Secmaker helps you reduce 
the risks. We are leading supplier in the Nordic region of certificate-based security solutions for companies, 
authorities and other organisations. We protect and safeguard information, systems and data traffic for more 
than 1.5 million satisfied users.
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